Division of Undergraduate Education and Student Success

Undergraduate Education and Student Success, a division of the Office of the Provost, offers programs that enrich the academic life of all undergraduate students. Under the leadership of the vice provost for undergraduate education and student success, the division promotes

• a campus culture of intellectual curiosity and engagement
• opportunities for students at all levels to be creative and to work in close association with outstanding faculty members
• a coherent approach to general education

The central responsibility of the division is to introduce students to the university and the world of ideas, supporting those who are curious and intellectually vigorous regardless of their cultural background or socioeconomic circumstances.

Courses

UGST 101. Introduction to University Study. 3 Credits.
Helps students learn, adapt, and apply effective study skills, including strategies for time management, note taking, critical reading, writing, and test preparation.

UGST 111. Academic Residential Community—Arts and Letters: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Introduces students to the academic and social aspects of university life and to the discipline of Arts and Letters with a small group environment with Arts and Letters faculty. Repeatable twice for a maximum of 4 credits.

UGST 112. Academic Residential Community—Social Science: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Introduces students to the academic and social aspects of university life and to the discipline of Social Sciences with a small group environment with Social Sciences faculty. Repeatable twice for a maximum of 4 credits.

UGST 113. Academic Residential Community—Science: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Introduces students to the academic and social aspects of university life and to the discipline of Science with a small group environment with Sciences faculty. Repeatable twice for a maximum of 4 credits.

UGST 198. Colloquium: [Topic]. 1-12 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 199. Special Studies: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 200M. Temporary Multilisted Course. 4 Credits.

UGST 298. Temporary Group-Satisfying Course. 4 Credits.
Repeatable when topic changes.

UGST 399. Special Studies: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 400M. Temporary Multilisted Course. 4 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 404. Internship: [Topic]. 1-12 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 405. Reading and Conference: [Topic]. 1-5 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 407. Seminar: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 408. Workshop: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 409. Practicum: [Topic]. 1-9 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 410. Experimental Course. 1-4 Credits.
Repeatable.

UGST 609. Practicum: [Topic]. 1-4 Credits.
Repeatable for a maximum of 6 credits.